All physical phenomena run in nature with the continuous transformation of the kinetic field into the potential field, and vise versa, i.e., they have the wave character. For this reason, the structure of expressions representing these fields (both real physical space and physical time space) must be potential-kinetic. Contemporary physics satisfactory describes the kinetic field, but the complete description of the potential subfield is absent. In this paper we partially fill in this gap, beginning from the description of harmonic oscillations (of a material point) and the physical time wave field-space. 
Introduction

Overview
The subjection of the basic parameters of physical systems to general principles of philosophy and logic evidences their completeness. However, not many know that. We have analyzed the physical parameters used for the description of harmonic oscillations and found their incompleteness with respect to the aforementioned subjection. Let us elucidate this statement.
Since the wave exchange of matter-space and rest-motion (matter-space-time for brevity) is in the nature of all phenomena, the possibility of rest and motion generates, at the definite conditions, potential-kinetic fields of reality, where rest (potential field) and motion (kinetic field) are inseparable linked in one potential-kinetic field [1] . The logical triad matter-spacetime expresses an indissoluble bond of matter, space, and time. The logical pair motion-rest presents an indissoluble bond of motion and rest, etc.
where M and iR are, correspondingly, material and ideal components of the world and the + sign expresses their mutual bond.
The Postulate of Dialectical Contradictoriness of Evolution
Any object or relation A in any instant is in a state of evolution, i.e., it simultaneous equals and does not equal to itself:
where  is the sign of logical conjunction. The following logical antinomy corresponds to the aforementioned binomial judgment:
Dialectics states that "A is A" and "A is not A" simultaneously. For example, Smith as a child, youngster, man and old man is, on the one hand, the realization of the logical formal formula "A is A", i.e., Smith is Smith. On the other hand, the child-youngster-man-old man series is the manifestation of non-tautology "A is not A", i.e., Smith continuously changed and Smith as a child is not equal to Smith as a youngster. At every instant he is he, "A is A", and simultaneously he is not he, "A is not A". When we consider fast-changing physical processes at the molecular level or deeper, the truth of this postulate becomes yet more obvious.
The logical binominal of evolution "A is equal to A and, simultaneously, A is not equal to A" is beyond the bounds of formal Aristotelian rules. Aristotle (384-322 B.C.), who laid the foundation of metaphysics and formal logic, was an opponent of dialectics. He wrote [5] , "There are however people which, as we pointed to, themselves speak that the same can exist and non-exist together and assert that it is impossible to hold this point of view. Many among explorers of nature turn to this thesis." According to metaphysics, two formally logical judgments A (Yes) and A (Yes) are always assumed to be only equal through the law of identity: A=A (Yes = Yes). This tautology excludes any possibility of motion and analysis, and if humans followed this rule in fact, the development of human thought would be impossible.
The postulate of Affirmation of Dialectical Logic
(a) A brief dialectical judgment about an object of thought is presented, in a general case, by the symmetrically asymmetric logic structure 
Cognition of the World proceeds on the basis of comparison and through comparison. In the first approximation any element of a state or a phenomenon of nature has at least two sides of comparison. This requires us to describe A by dialectical symmetrically asymmetric judgments of the kind Yes-No. The last presents the symmetrical pair of judgments Yes and No, which are in essence the opposite judgments, so that in this sense both these judgments are asymmetric ones.
In a general case, Yes and No are natural judgments about an object of study. They express quantitative and qualitative measures of the object. Here are some examples of polar-opposite notions: rest-motion, potential-kinetic, continuous-discontinuous, absolute-relative, existencenonexistence, material-ideal, form-contents, basis-superstructure, qualitative-quantitative, cause-effect, objective-subjective, past-future, necessary-causal, finite-infinite, realimaginary, wave-quantum, particle-antiparticle.
Chuang Tzu (c. 369-286 B.C., an outstanding representative of Taoism) has written (Ref. [2] , p. 215), "In the World, everything denies itself through the other thing, which is its opposition. Every thing states itself through itself. It is impossible to discern (in the one separately taken thing) its opposition, because it is possible to perceive a thing only immediately. This is why, they say: "Negation issues from affirmation and affirmation exists only owing to negation." Such is the doctrine on the conditional character of negation and affirmation. If this is so, then all dies already being born and all is born already dying; all is possible already being impossible and all is impossible already being possible. Truth is only insomuch as, inasmuch as lie exists, and lie is only insomuch as, inasmuch as truth exists. The above stated is not an invention of a sage, but it is the fact that is observed in nature…".
Another Chinese philosopher Ch'eng Hao (1032-1085) has said (Ref. [3] , p. 327): "The highest principle for all things in heaven and on the Earth is that there is not one single thing that is independent, because, it is obligatory, there is its opposite…". In other words, all things do not represent a single whole, but these exist in the form of opposites. His brother Ch'eng I (1033-1107) has stated: "Everything in the space between heaven and the Earth has opposites; if there is the Dark Beginning then the Light One also is; if well is, hence evil is as well", etc.
For the description of the opposite properties of objective reality it is convenient to use complex numbers, as the numbers with polar opposite algebraic properties [6] . The transformation of the kinetic field into the potential one, or the electric field into the magnetic one, means (in the language of complex numbers) the transformation of the "real" numerical field into the "imaginary" one, and vice versa.
Thus, as follows from the basic law of dialectics Yes-No (the law of symmetry and asymmetry Yes and No of the polar judgments), motion-rest must be described by the conjugate symmetrical parameters. Disregard of the law leads, to put it mildly, to disagreeable consequences for science (see, e.g., Ref. [7] ).
Correspondingly, the kinetic speed (the first time derivative of kinetic displacement) as the speed of change of motion must be conjugate with the potential speed of change of rest. This supposes the supplementation of the kinetic momentum with the potential momentum. We must operate also with the potential and kinetic force and potential and kinetic work, along with the already-existed potential and kinetic energy. Contemporary physics did not develop the notion of the potential-kinetic wave field, which could be regarded as a generalized image of any real physical field (electromagnetic, for example).
It is natural, the above problems also concern the description of the field of physical (real) time (an ideal field-space of the Universe), which enters in the triad of matter-spacetime and differs from the reference (mathematical) time used everywhere.
The goal of this paper is an introduction of the above-mentioned missing conjugate notions (parameters) analyzing harmonic oscillations of a material point.
Potential-kinetic parameters of harmonic oscillations
Displacement
In dialectical logic and philosophy, consequently, in physics as well, the judgment Yes is the qualitative measure of affirmation, as such. Concerning its quantitative measure, the last is defined by the measures of studying processes and objects. The implicit dialectical symbol Yes is represented by the symbol of the physical quantity, which the symbol Yes expresses logically.
Since properties of the processes and objects, expressed by the judgment Yes, in a general case are variable ones, the dialectical judgment Yes is a variable quantity, represented by a function of its arguments. For example, if Yes expresses some displacement of a material point, then the value Yes is equal to the value of the displacement itself. Let a kinetic displacement of a material point Yes be its displacement from the state of equilibrium and defined as
Following the requirement of symmetry, conditioned by the dialectical law Yes-No, one should introduce the notion that will be opposite to the notion of the kinetic displacement, Yes. It is natural to term it the potential displacement, No. The displacement No, as the negation of the kinetic displacement Yes, can be described by the sine function, since sine is the negation of cosine, just as cosine is the negation of sine. It is natural to accept amplitude of the potential displacement as equal to the amplitude of the kinetic displacement. Apart from this, we will present the potential displacement as the negation of the kinetic one by the ideal number. Thus, in the capacity of the potential displacement, we accept the following measure:
Both displacements, reflecting the indissoluble bond of rest and motion, constitute the potential-kinetic displacement  , which we present in the following form:
If we denote the kinetic displacement Yes as k x and the potential displacement No as p ix , we will obtain the following dialectical expression for the potential-kinetic displacement ( 
The kinetic displacement is the possibility of the potential displacement, and, conversely, the potential displacement is the possibility of the kinetic displacement. When a material point passes through the equilibrium state, its motion is more intensive (the maximum of motion takes place). After passing equilibrium, the intensity of motion falls and, simultaneously, it increases the extent of rest, expressed through the growing value of the potential displacement. Using Euler's equations, we present the potential-kinetic harmonic displacement as
The constant component of the potential-kinetic displacement is expressed by the amplitude a, and the variable component is expressed by the ideal exponential function. The ideal exponential function And, because the relation (2.5) is valid for all harmonic potential-kinetic measures, all these measures have (in the capacity of a relative measure) the ideal exponential function. In this sense, their relative measures are turned out to be equal between themselves.
Speed and acceleration
The potential-kinetic displacement defines the potential-kinetic speed
is the kinetic speed, i.e., the speed of change of motion, and
is the potential speed, i.e., the speed of change of rest. Amplitude, or a module of speed, as the total speed, is the constant equal to
As follows from the formulas (2.6a) and (2.6b), the kinetic speed is connected with the potential displacement, whereas the potential speed is defined by the kinetic displacement.
The potential-kinetic speed defines the potential-kinetic acceleration
where
is the kinetic acceleration, i.e., the speed of change of the kinetic speed, and
is the potential acceleration, i.e., the speed of change of the potential speed.
State
In the potential-kinetic field, a displacement  characterizes a potential-kinetic state Sˆ of a material point. We define this state through the product of its mass and the displacement: are, correspondingly, the kinetic and potential states of a material point in the harmonic motion.
The state of a material point Sˆ expresses the indissolubility of its mass m and displacement  , i.e., the indissolubility of matter and space (which is reflected in its writing as matter-space). The potential-kinetic harmonic state can also be presented in the following forms
is the kinematic potential-kinetic mass of a material point in the harmonic oscillation.
Charge and current
The measure of the speed of change of the potential-kinetic state of mass m in the oscillating process is call the kinematic charge Q . According to this definition, the potentialkinetic mass m and the kinematic potential-kinetic charge Q are related as
and, modulo, as
The kinematic potential-kinetic charge defines the kinematic potential-kinetic current
with the amplitude
The amplitude of the kinematic current (2.11a) is called the elasticity coefficient k. This name relates the amplitude of kinematic current with the biological sensation of exchange of motion-rest. It is analogous to such terms as heat, force, and "fluid" (once used in physics and, actually, related to the molecular level of exchanges of motion-rest). Notions of dialectical physics are the notions of exchange of matter-space and motion-rest. We will denote the amplitude of the kinematic current (2.11a) by the symbol k as well.
Momentum and force
The potential-kinetic state Sˆ defines the field of the potential-kinetic momentum Yes-No: 
whereas the momentum No is the potential momentum
Thus the kinetic momentum is related to the potential displacement and the potential momentum to the kinetic displacement. The field of the P -momentum is the field of motionrest of the first level with respect to the Sˆ-state.
The field of potential-kinetic momentum defines the field of the potential-kinetic rate of exchange of momentum F (force):
is the kinetic rate of exchange of motion, expressed by the kinetic momentum, and
is the potential rate of exchange of rest, defined by the potential momentum. The rate of exchange F is the field of motion-rest of the second level with respect to the Sˆ-state and, at the same time; it is the state of exchange, defined by the kinematic current.
Energy
As follows (2.13),
(2.14)
The integral defines the kinematic work Â , and the kinematic energy Ê is defined by: defines the potential energy. Thus the potential displacement, as the potential displacement, is simultaneously the kinetic displacement in the sense that it defines the kinetic energy and the extremum of the state of motion. Just so, the kinetic displacement, as the kinetic displacement, is simultaneously the potential displacement in the sense that it defines the potential energy and the extremum of the state of rest.
There is direct evidence of the dialectical contradiction, expressed by the law Yes-No. For this reason we can rename the potential displacement as the kinetic displacement and denote it as t ia ix k   sin , and, similarly, the kinetic displacement as the potential displacement and denote it as t a x p   cos . At such definitions of displacements the formulas of kinetic and potential displacements, speeds, and energies will take the following form:
As we see, it is impossible to avoid dialectics of the law Yes-No by changing the names of the measures into opposite ones. Now the kinetic speed of motion is the derivative of the potential displacement and, conversely, the potential speed is the derivative of the kinetic displacement. For this reason, if it is necessary to distinguish rest or motion, we will use the conjugated kinetic or potential terms.
At the circular motion-rest, the energy on the basis of vector measures 
where (see Fig. 2 .2)
is the potential normal velocity. According to the above and the theory of oscillations of a string and the theory of circular motion [1] , the energetic measures of rest and motion are represented by the opposite, in sign, but equal in value, kinetic and potential energies. Because an insignificant part of an arbitrary trajectory is equivalent to a small part of a straight line, any wave motion of an arbitrary microparticle (and, to an equal degree, a macro-and megaobject) is characterized by the kinetic and potential energies, also equal in value and opposite in sign:
Therefore the total potential-kinetic energy of any object in the Universe is equal to zero:
and its amplitude is equal to the difference in kinetic and potential energies:
Under the motion along a circumference (as in particular takes place with the electron in the H atom), the potential-kinetic vector energy of a material point is equal to zero. By virtue of this, the circular motion is the optimal (equilibrium) state of the field of rest-motion, where "attraction" and "repulsion" are mutually balanced, which, in turn, provide for the steadiness of orbital motion in the micro-and macroworld.
The quantitative equality of "attraction" and "repulsion" is accompanied, simultaneously, by the qualitative inequality of the directions of fields of rest and motion, which generates the eternal circular wave motion. In order to break such a motion, it is necessary to destroy this system entirely. However, in this case, a vast number of new circular wave motions of more disperse levels will appear as a result.
Physical time
The wave  function,
satisfying the ordinary wave equation The kinetic and potential energies, expressed with use of time speeds, have the form In this sense, all these measures are identical. Fields-spaces of the structure (4.9) are multiplicative fields-spaces because spatial and time waves (components) in it are multiplicatively linked together. In other words, the principle of multiplicative superposition is valid for such fields. These are spaces-systems, or atomic spaces [1] . The sums of the multiplicative atomic fields-spaces form complicated fields-spaces, which can be called molecular spaces. These are additive fields-spaces, since the principle of additive superposition is valid for them.
The wave function  of the three-dimensional wave field of physical time is the mathematical image-measure of the wave three-dimensional time space. The three-dimensional time wave is represented by its multiplicative components-waves: is the operator of negation of negation, or the operator of double negation. In essence, the equation space of matter of the same structure, because the time wave repeats the structure of spatial waves.
